Restraint documentation has been updated in Iview and now includes conditional logic. This band will now function similar to any band that has conditional logic, the conditional logic question will need to be answered in order to have the appropriate fields display for charting. Below is a quick reference on how this works.

New look of the restraint band:
- Behavioral and Medical restraints each begin with a conditional logic question
- The conditional logic question is signified by the diamond shape with the down arrow inside it. This is the question that **must be answered every** time there is charting to be done on restraints.
- Categories prompt times that restraint documentation must be completed (i.e. every 15 min or every 60 min)
- Fields are multi-select so more than one category can be charted on in a single charting session. (Example: both assessment and intervention may be selected and documented on)

Once a choice is selected:
- All mandatory fields are highlighted in yellow and are required in order to sign documentation

Other changes include:
- Simplification of answers to the required fields.
  - Example: CMS is either WDL or not WDL. If it’s not WDL then further documentation would be done in a different band, in this case the core band in cardiovascular or in specialized assessment in the detailed CMS check.
  - Example: "Needs assessed" answer of "Yes" indicates the needs were assessed and action was taken appropriate for the patient’s situation. The action would be documented elsewhere - in this case I/O.